Trump in Days, Not Years!

(click above to watch the 90-second trailer)

Rush Taught Us: FUN WINS! DESPAIR LOSES.
So, let’s all Play the Trump Card and start laughing Nancy Pelosi out of the
Speakership. She’ll open her mail and melt away, in America’s West Coast city, San
Francisco, like the Wicked Witch of the West, in the ‘Wizard of Oz’.
When she opens her mail, she’ll find new evidence of skeletons, long buried by the
Radical Left, that will have her on the floor. To get in on the fun and conversation, just email
TrumpCard@PatriotsSOAR.com with Subject: “TIDNY”, and let’s get the party started!
Then, have your party hat ready to celebrate Nancy finally being speechless, when
she passes the gavel to new Speaker of the House Kevin McCarthy, whose first job will be
commencing an Emergency Congressional Investigation into Election Racketeering.
And get ready to be TIRED OF WINNING, again!
MOBILE: Use a PDF Reader. DESKTOP: Download for the Navigation Bar.

Nancy’s Gag Gift

Playing the Trump Card
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Nancy’s Gag Gift(s)
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There is nothing funny about what these monsters have been doing when nobody’s watching
them. But the fun begins as Nancy dodges, hides and ducks from legitimate questions, and
as major chunks of the Democrat fraud constituency first become outraged, then direct that
anger at Nancy.
Nancy will finally be haunted by the ghosts of those who stood in the way of today’s
Democrat Majority and will easily lose her speakership. The body bags from the past should
also get her evicted from the House, just as she tried to do to Congresswoman Marjorie
Taylor Greene.

Watch Nancy BLOCK Long Overdue
Criminal Investigations into
MJK, MLK, Jr. and JFK, Jr.
(click for Game Changing Video)
Watch Nancy HIDE from questions
about her dark relationship with
Jim Jones and Jonestown.
Watch Nancy DUCK when asked about
Ted Kennedy, BLM, Charles Manson
and the Race War.
Watch Nancy LOVE the BLM, the CCP,
and the Weather Underground.

Secret Satanic Sacrifices (condensed)

Nancy’s Gag Gift

The entire Democrat Party of today is wildly exposed in our video, Secret Satanic Sacrifices,
as being connected to three pivotal Occult sacrifices in the 20th Century. They are:
1) The Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., in Memphis, TN, on April 4, 1968.
2) The (intended?) crash of JFK, Jr’s small plane on July 16, 1999.
3) A White Catholic Heterosexual Virgin named Mary - the Virgin Mary - sacrificed at
the Dawn of the Space Age, two days AFTER the Moon Launch and two days
BEFORE the Moon Landing. Watch the video and learn how the late Senator Ted
Kennedy may now be thought of as the “Original Zodiac Killer”.
Watch this condensed version of Secret Satanic Sacrifices, even if you see the Full Version.
This version is newer and contains STUNNING NEW EVIDENCE of a Satanic connection
between Joe Biden, MaryJo Kopechne and what appears to be his life committed to
sacrilege against the Virgin Mary and Jesus of Nazareth.

(click above to watch the 15-minute MUST SEE video)

Questions for Nancy (from the video):
• Nancy, will you please order investigations into these three related Occult sacrifices?
• No?! Nancy, are you Anti-Catholic? A racist? Anti-Kennedy? Or, all of the above?!
• Nancy, do you have any information about the numerous coincidences which connect
Joe Biden, MaryJo Kopechne, Bethlehem and Nazareth, Pennsylvania?
• Nancy, is Joe Biden scripted as the anti-Christ?

Nancy Pelosi and Communist Jim Jones

Nancy’s Gag Gift

Learn about the Dark Red side of the San Francisco political machine, and how Nancy, Jim
Jones and others, planted the Russia and China Communist seeds in San Francisco that are
bearing fruit today in Washington D.C. by the name of Eric Swalwell, Fang Fang, and much
much more.
The entire clip is called Trump-in-Days-Not-Years.mp3 and includes a 6-minute section on
Nancy Pelosi’s hidden communist connections, starting at minute counter 11.

Listen to Robert Antonellis describe
Nancy Pelosi’s close working relationship
with Jim Jones.
(at minute counter 11-16)

Questions for Nancy (from the audio):
• Nancy, what was your relationship with Jim Jones? And when did it begin?
• Nancy, have you ever apologized to African Americans for having had any association
with Jim Jones and the Jonestown Massacre of over 600 African American women
and their children?
• Nancy, did you create Jim Jones? Or did Jim Jones create you?!

Secret Satanic Sacrifices (full edition)

Nancy’s Gag Gift

In addition to the Condensed version, this full version of Secret Satanic Sacrifices contains
the shocking fingerprints that connect these three Occult sacrifices with the signs of the
Zodiac, and the murder of John-John, on the 30th anniversary of the very Moon launch which
his father, John F. Kennedy, made into a reality.
Also, you will see the connection of these sacrifices to a unifying script for managing the
decline of America, which includes the birth of Black Lives Matter, as a coded message it
marked the end of the Age of the White Man.

(click above to watch the 27-minute video)

Questions for Nancy (from the video):
• Nancy, are you surprised to learn that BLM was the rebirth of the BLA? The Black
Liberation Army, a support group of the Weather Underground?
• Nancy, do you think Charles Manson was a good American?

Playing the Trump Card

Home

Click on each of the three buttons below and see how the power has been returned to the
people, and how easy it is to deliver Nancy’s Gag Gift to get the Dominos to fall, placing
Donald J. Trump into his second term in office.

Fellow Patriots: The Key to the Power
of the Trump Card
Listen to Robert Antonellis describe his team’s
reliable 7-domino plan that gets Donald Trump
into the White House, in Days, Not Years.
(at minute counter 23-26: 28 min. total)
Your Trump Card
Giving the Gift of Trump

Fellow Patriots: The Key to the Power of the Trump Card

Trump Card

YOU NOW HOLD THE KEY TO THE POWER OF THE TRUMP CARD IN YOUR
HANDS TO RESTORE TRUMP TO THE WHITE HOUSE IN DAYS, NOT YEARS.

Fellow Patriots:
We’re reaching out to you because America is literally being destroyed under our noses, perhaps even punished.
Our southern border is being invaded, the country’s coffers are being destroyed with insane deficit spending, and
our cultural heritage is being twisted and perverted beyond recognition. A gun grab is underway - if they get their
way - which we all know could, realistically, open the door to a potentially deadly purge of Patriotic and Christian
Americans. We all see that the cruel policies and rule of the diabolical Left make for perilous conditions in
America. Is there something we can do to save our beloved country, to stop the crazed insanity, and right the ship
of state, immediately? Well, YES, there IS a simple strategy that can help.
What if the unspeakable closeted acts of the Democrats, over decades, were, in fact, so dark and deadly that we
could barely speak of them openly in proper company? What if it’s been going on for so long, and in such ways,
that we’ve been led to believe, by the media, that certain events were just accidents, or happenstance? And, what
if they’re not? Could these revelations be the ‘Achilles Heel’ needed to eradicate the increasingly
dangerous radical agenda of the Left, and its Overlords, at last? And, to firmly wrest control of the reins of
America from the utter lunacy of the Left?
What if Democrats have, in fact, been involved in things of a surprisingly dark nature, for decades? What if we
knew that Leftists have long been involved in acts of such unspeakable un-Christian evil that we can no longer
tolerate them leading our people? What would we all do if we knew this to be true?
What if we can use this, as a strategy, to our advantage to turn the tide of the agenda of the Radical Left back to
sanity? And, what if we could use a certain strategy, with simple steps, to turn that tide…? What if that simple strategy
already exists and is entirely lawful and constitutional? Well, it does. Read on for more.
Recent History Revisited
What if certain unfortunate ‘accidents’, and infamous assassinations ‘by lone gunmen’, that we’ve all heard about
over the years, were really vicious deliberately staged events devised to benefit the Left?

Examples:
4) The assassination of Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., in Memphis, TN, on April 4, 1968.
5) The (intended?) crash of JFK, Jr’s small plane on July 16, 1999.
6) MaryJo Kopechne’s death, in murky waters, involving Senator Ted Kennedy, at Chappaquiddick, on
Martha’s Vineyard, in 1969. Could it have been because she was a White Catholic Heterosexual Virgin
named Mary - the Virgin Mary - sacrificed at the Dawn of the Space Age, two days AFTER the Moon
Launch and two days BEFORE the Moon Landing? Could that possibly be?
Did Ted Kennedy’s zeal to be seen as the driver of the vehicle that plunged into the brackish waters on Martha’s
Vineyard, block a criminal investigation into one of the biggest crimes of the century…?
Is today’s Democrat Party built on the bones of their blindsided fellow Democrats? Christians? Catholics? AfricanAmericans? The Kennedys? What if there is more to these stories than we’ve been told…?

What if this Achille’s Heel could take down the Democrat Party?
By contrast, how would it look if the rightful winner of the 2020 Election were again leading America?
• A President who loves us, that serves the People’s interests, and puts our nation first.
• Our border secured.
• Our God-given rights respected and secured, including our right to self-defense and safety, to freely
assemble, worship, speak our minds freely, travel without restriction, our right to privacy, to
self-determination, and much more…
• Our economy, jobs, and well-being protected.
• Our enemies, both foreign and domestic, contained.
• Our cultural heritage preserved and respected, and an end to unrest in the streets.
• Our resources (and, thus, future) preserved and protected from malfeasance and misuse.
• Accords with other countries, versus wars.
• Return to sane and honorable leadership and rule.
• A return to more normalcy and we can sleep better.
• More benefits…
Given conditions are dire, wouldn’t we all like to see this blessed change occur, ASAP? So, let’s get power in
the right hands fast and make it happen! Which leads us to Gatekeeper Nancy, who demonically blocks all
progress in Congress. Let’s stop it!
For your copy of The Trump Card and instructional videos showing the simple steps to playing The Trump Card, visit:
TrumpCard.PatriotsSOAR.com. For more information on Trump in Days, Not Years (TIDNY), email:
TrumpCard@PatriotsSOAR.com with the subject “TIDNY”. And, to help Give the Gift of Trump far and wide,
contributions are welcome and appreciated at PayPal.Me/PatriotsSOAR. Thanks, and God bless.
Your Fellow Countryman,
Robert J. Antonellis
Author, Investigative-Researcher & Engineer
TrumpCard@PatriotsSOAR.com

“When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice; But when a wicked man rules, the people groan.”
- Prov 29:2 NKJV

Trump Card

The reliable 7-domino plan

Listen to Robert Antonellis, on the First Episode of EagleEye Outlook Podcast, describe his
team’s reliable 7-domino plan that gets Donald J. Trump into the White House, in Days, Not
Years.
The 7-domino plan is described at minute counter 23-26. But, ideally, you’ll listen to the
entire audio, since that 7-domino plan (also described on the Trump Card) is actually the
climax of the podcast. Understanding how to tap over that first domino is where we need to
put our key focus, which is why revealing the true the evil of the radical left makes up the
bulk of this 28-minute audio.

Listen to Robert Antonellis describe
his team’s reliable 7-domino plan that gets
Donald J. Trump into the White House,
in Days, Not Years.
(click above to listen to the First Episode of the EagleEye Outlook Podcast)

Your Trump Card

Trump Card

Giving the Gift of Trump

Trump Card

Learn about the Constitutional Cure our founders gave us, specifically to protect us from
Election Racketeering in the Electoral College. This Simple, Unbreakable and Unstoppable
7-point plan makes it easy to restore Donald J. Trump to the presidency, in Days, Not Years!

(click above to watch the 9-minute video with tribute to Rush)

To get in on the FUN and see Donald J. Trump re-inaugurated, simply email to
TrumpCard@PatriotsSOAR.com with the Subject: “TIDNY” (Trump, in Days, Not Years)
and let’s get the party started!

Also visit: TrumpCard.PatriotsSOAR.com

And, to help Give the Gift of Trump far and wide,
contributions are welcome and appreciated at PayPal.Me/PatriotsSOAR.
Mail checks to: Spirit of America - Rising LLC
P.O. Box 442147
Somerville, MA 02144
Thanks, and God bless.
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Democrats, BLM & the CCP

Nancy’s Gag Gift

You will learn the official narrative about the origins of this overnight success story, Black
Lives Matter, is Fake News, and that it’s a rebranding (a rebirth even) of the terrorist
organization, the Black Liberation Army (BLA). The BLA, the Black Panthers and other
organizations were the product of the Weather Underground, as was Barack Hussein
Obama, who was born into the political world, in Chicago, on the couch of Bill Ayers and
Bernadine Dohrn – Co-Founders of the Weather Underground.

Did BLM Donors Unwittingly Fund American Destabilization

(click above to watch the 16-minute video)

Rebirthing Black Liberation Army (BLA) to BLM

(click above to watch the 22-minute video)

[Bill Ayers and Bernadine Dohrn – Co-Founders of the Weather Underground]

BLM Videos
BLM-A-WOLF-IN-SHEEP'S-CLOTHING reveals that the Obama Administration,
Weather Undergrounders, a Harvard Professor, the CCP, and others, staged a Fake Race
Hate Crime at Harvard to rebirth the Black Liberation Army (BLA) as Black Lives Matter
(BLM).
Now that BLM has been outed as the rebrand of the BLA, at Harvard, many will ask:
• Is Harvard’s $40 Billion endowment exposed to lawsuits by the many parties materially
harmed by Black Lives Matter?
• Are the assets of the Fortune 1000’s, which have donated shareholder assets, to fund a
known terrorist organization, equally exposed to civil lawsuits?

J. Edgar Hoover’s Quote about the Satanic Empire
“The individual comes face-to-face with something
so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The
American mind has not come to the realization of
the evil which has been introduced into our midst.
It rejects even the assumption that human
creatures could espouse a philosophy which must
ultimately destroy all that is good and decent.”
- J. Edgar Hoover
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